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Battersea, 1961. London is just beginning to enter the swinging sixties. The world is changing - but not for
sixteen-year-old Violet. She was born at the exact moment Winston Churchill announced Victory in Europe -
an auspicious start, but now she's just stuck in her family's fish and chip shop dreaming of greatness. And it
doesn't look like fame and fortune are going to come calling anytime soon.

Then she meets Beau. Beau's a rocker - a motorcycle boy who arrives in an explosion of passion and
rebellion. He blows up Violet's grey little life, and she can't believe her luck.

But things don't go her way for long. Joseph, her long-lost brother, comes home. Then young girls start going
missing, and turning up murdered. And then Violet's best friend disappears too. Suddenly life is horrifyingly
much more interesting.

Violet can't believe its coincidence that Joseph turns up just as girls start getting murdered. He's weird, and
she feels sure he's hiding something. He's got a secret, and Violet's got a dreadful feeling it might be the
worst kind of secret of all . . .
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From reader reviews:

Debra Richardson:

The event that you get from V for Violet is a more deep you looking the information that hide into the words
the more you get thinking about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to recognise but V for
Violet giving you thrill feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in specific way that can be
understood through anyone who read the idea because the author of this reserve is well-known enough. This
specific book also makes your vocabulary increase well. It is therefore easy to understand then can go along
with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having that V for Violet instantly.

Jerry Day:

The publication with title V for Violet has a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This kind of book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this book
represented the condition of the world now. That is important to yo7u to find out how the improvement of
the world. This specific book will bring you in new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book with
your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Charles Wright:

This V for Violet is completely new way for you who has fascination to look for some information given it
relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you know otherwise
you who still having small amount of digest in reading this V for Violet can be the light food in your case
because the information inside this particular book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books acquire
itself in the form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book type. People who think that
in e-book form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is not any in reading a
book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for a person. So , don't miss the
idea! Just read this e-book type for your better life and knowledge.

Cindy Mattis:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book was rare? Why so
many issue for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some people likes
reading through, not only science book and also novel and V for Violet as well as others sources were given
know-how for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science
book was created for teacher or maybe students especially. Those guides are helping them to increase their
knowledge. In other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes V for Violet to make your spare time
much more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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